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ADIL KHAN

MAEEN AHMAD

ZAHIDA

Male

19 Sep 2003

B.Voc. IN Web Development/Design

19/1934

2880

Ananta Institute of Hotel Management & Allied Studies, jaipur, Goyal House, 24, 

Ajmer Road, Civil Lines, Jaipur- 302006
Examination programme for Subject (s) offered

Date of Exam SlotTimingS.No. Code Name of Paper

Theory

GE6B072 Financial Management 13/12/20231 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM Afternoon

All details in the admission card is correct.

FULL SIGNATURE OF CANDIDATE Signature of Center Supdt. Controller of Examination(VSU)

OBC- Non Creamy Layer
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Examination Instructions for Students 

1. Check the examination date-sheet carefully. Make sure you know the correct date, time and locations 

of your exams. 

2. Bring Admit Card and a valid ID Card (Driving Licence, Aadhar Card, Voter ID, PAN Card) both during 

the examination. You will not be allowed to enter the examination hall without these. 

3. Do not bring any unauthorized material (e.g. electronic devices, mobile phone, Bluetooth devices, 

written notes, notes in dictionaries, paper, and sticky tape eraser etc. These will be checked and 

confiscated. 

4. Answer sheets may be given to you 10 minutes prior to start of examination, so that you can check 

any discrepancy in the answer sheet. Read the instructions written on front sheet of your answer 

sheet and fill the data carefully. Do not write name, roll no. etc on the other pages of answer sheet 

except the front page. Writing anything revealing your identity inside the answer sheets will be treated 

as unfair means and you will be penalized accordingly. 

5. Students are instructed to cross the blank sheets before handing over the answer sheet to the 

invigilator. 

6. No sheet should be left blank. Any written material after a blank sheet will not be evaluated/ checked. 

7. Ensure that you use the washroom before arriving for your exam as you will not be permitted to leave 

during the first hour. 

8. Normally, you are required to answer questions using blue or black ink. Make sure you bring some spare 

pens with you. 

9. You are not allowed to borrow any material especially calculator or log books etc from each other. 

10. Arrive at least 15 minutes before the start of examination. 

11. You are not allowed to bring your mobile phones to the Examination Centre.

12. Listen carefully to instructions. Students are required to comply with the instructions of invigilators at 

all times. 

13. You are not allowed to leave the examination rooms in the first hour. 

14. No candidate should be allowed to enter the examination centre 15 mins after the start of examination. 

15. Stop writing immediately when the invigilator says it is the end of the examination. 

16. Leave the examination hall quickly and quietly. Remember to take all your belongings with you. 

17. You must remain silent until after you have exited the building. 

18. No supplementary answer book/continuation sheet will be provided. Centre supdtt.coe

19. If a candidate is found talking to another candidate or person inside the examination hall without 

permission, his/her answer sheet for the particular paper shall be cancelled.

20. If a candidate is found guilty of serious misconduct in the examination hall or of misbehaviour towards 

the supervisory staff even outside the hall all any other place during the period the examination being 

held he/she be disqualified.
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